2021

Kitchens

New
ASKERSUND
Drawer front. Melamine foil finish.
W80×H40cm. Kitchen knobs and
handles are sold separately.
Dark brown ash effect 604.252.08

$

16/ea

METOD Kitchen system
has a 25-year guarantee.

Availability of some featured products may vary.
Please check IKEA.sg for more details.

Where there is always
something cooking
Whether you are having a quick cup of coffee before work
or spending hours preparing a meal for family and friends,
a well-organised kitchen streamlines your routine and
frees up time for fun activities or a well-deserved break.

8IBUZPVMMኘOEJOTJEF
METOD
$VTUPNJTFZPVSTPMVUJPOUPኘUZPVSOFFET

Busy or calm, big or small – there is a kitchen for every
taste and price tag. Find the perfect solution in our wide
range (and remember that the smallest things can have
the biggest impact).

05

You can carry it
home yourself...
%JኗFSFOUFYQSFTTJPOT

Find your personal style

18

&YUSBTUPSBHF

Expand your storage possibilities

It’s easy to carry a few things home, but larger
packages are a different story. Don’t worry,
we’ve got you covered. Find out more about our
delivery services at IKEA.sg/services or scan the
QR code below.

Delivery service

24
Scan for more

'SPOUPWFSWJFX
Refresh, renovate or create your dream kitchen

...but you
don't have to

52

KNOXHULT
Go for an almost instant kitchen

56

SUNNERSTA
Save space with a compact mini-kitchen

60

4UFQTUPCVZJOHBOጓ,&"LJUDIFO
Follow the steps to get the solution you want

62

(VBSBOUFFT
4UBZTBUJTኘFEXJUIZPVSQVSDIBTF

64

4FSWJDFT
We are at your service

66

If you need support on the way to your ultimate
kitchen, we're here to help you along. From our
online planners to personal advice and support in
your local store, we've got you covered.

2

VARIERA
Cutlery tray

$

24.90

New
1

3

METOD/ASKERSUND
Wall cabinet horizontal

109/ea

$

√√ (Very good)
3.5 litres/min
IKEA ALMAREN
703.416.37
SKT/BT-2017/021333

A stunningly
spacious kitchen
Find time for long brunches, quick breakfasts
and lots of joyous get-togethers in an enticing
kitchen in the style of your choice – with maximised
storage. The flexible METOD kitchen system offers
endless opportunities for you to design the kitchen
of your dreams.

Close the doors on the mess and
enjoy a smooth surface with matching
handles. When you need your kitchen
utensils, they are within easy reach.

1 New METOD/ASKERSUND Wall cabinet
horizontal $109/ea Melamine foil finish.
W60×D38.6, H40cm. Kitchen suspension
rail, cover panel, knobs and handles are
sold separately. White/dark brown
ash effect 293.333.29
2 VARIERA Cutlery tray $24.90
Fibreboard, bamboo veneer,
clear polyurethane/acrylic lacquer.
W32×D50, H5.4cm. 502.711.31

4 METOD/ASKERSUND

3 ÄLMAREN Kitchen mixer tap $79
Metallized brass. H36cm.
Stainless steel colour 703.416.37
4 GRUNDVATTNET Washing-up bowl $12.90
Polypropylene plastic and synthetic rubber.
L39×W23, H16cm. Grey 003.254.24

The METOD kitchen system
has a 25-year guarantee.
See page 64.

4

GRUNDVATTNET
Washing-up bowl

12.90

$

METOD 5

260 cm

HEMLAGAD
Pot with lid

$

When you have all the solutions you need for storing, cooling, heating,
cooking, dining and washing up, it’s easy to stay calm even when
things get busy. With a well-organised METOD kitchen, you and your
nearest and dearest can truly appreciate everyday meals and festive
occasions. (And the sleek ASKERSUND fronts inspire you to sit down
and relax a bit.)

24.90

200 cm

1

4

5

340 cm

The heart of your home

Approx measurements only.
METOD/New ASKERSUND Kitchen
What’s included in the price, see page 52.

3,565.30

$

For more information or additional services,
see page 66.

The METOD Kitchen
system has a
25-year guarantee.
See page 64.

6

2

New
3

VOXLÖV
Dining table

$

399

7

MJÖSA
Pedal bin

$

59/ea

A place for everything and everything in its place. If your kitchen is the
most frequented room in the house, you want to stay on top of things
with perfect organisation.

6 METOD/ASKERSUND

METOD Kitchen with New ASKERSUND dark
brown ash effect doors, drawer fronts and
MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers $3,565.30
METOD cabinet frames in white melamine foil.
ASKERSUND doors/drawer fronts in melamine
foil finish. MAXIMERA drawers in powder
coated steel and melamine foil. Styled with
NYDALA handles in bronze-coloured powder
coated zinc and EKBACKEN white marble
effect laminate worktop. Kitchen appliances
and lighting are sold separately.
1 HEMLAGAD Pot with lid $24.90
Aluminium coated with Teflon® Select,
stainless steel. Designer: Henrik Preutz. 3L.
Black 904.622.04
2 VEDBO Chair $195/ea
100% polyester. Designer: Francis Cayouette.
W49×D57, H83cm. Birch/Gunnared medium
grey 004.180.03
3 New VOXLÖV Dining table $399
You can comfortably seat people at the
shorter sides of the table as there are no legs
that get in the way. Seats 4-6. Particleboard,
bamboo veneer and clear acrylic lacquer.
Designer: Francis Cayouette.
L180×W90, H75cm. 604.492.66
4 New UTRUSTA Hinge with damper for
horizontal door $60/2pcs This hinge has an
integrated damper, so that the door closes
slowly, softly and silently. Nickel-plated steel.
White 204.624.91 (Coming soon, please check
IKEA.sg for latest availability info.)
5 New GLADELIG Deep plate $19.90/4pcs
Stoneware. Coloured glaze. Ø21cm.
Designer: N Karlsson/M Axelsson.
Grey 404.571.63
6 New SUNNERSTA Rail with 4 hooks
and 2 containers $5.90/ea Comprises: 1 rail,
4 hooks and 2 containers. Powder coated steel
and plastic. Designer: Henrik Preutz.
L60×D13, H14cm. White 104.551.51
7 MJÖSA Pedal bin $59/ea Easy to empty and
clean as the inner bucket can be removed.
Steel and plastic. Ø33, H68cm. 30L.
Dark grey 704.228.55

METOD/ASKERSUND 7

Go greener
240 cm

1

Turn your kitchen into a place where you can truly relax – give it a
grey-green makeover with the BODARP fronts. Made with foil of
recycled PET bottles (a minimum of 90%) and produced using
renewable electricity, BODARP puts sustainability at the forefront and
creates an inviting kitchen with a modern twist. Good for you and good
for the planet.

KNIXHULT
Pendant lamp

$

59

Approx measurements only.
METOD/BODARP Kitchen
What’s included in the price, see page 52.

$

3,194.30

For more information or additional services,
see page 66.

The METOD kitchen
system has a
25-year guarantee.
See page 64.

2

RÖNNINGE
Chair

$

3

METOD Kitchen with BODARP grey-green
doors, drawer fronts and MAXIMERA
soft-closing drawers $3,194.30
METOD cabinet frames in white melamine
foil. BODARP doors/drawer fronts in foil and
recycled foil finish. MAXIMERA drawers in
powder coated steel and melamine foil. Styled
with VINNÄSET knobs in clear lacquered solid
beech and EKBACKEN ash effect laminate
worktop. Kitchen lighting and appliances are
sold separately.

135/ea

VARIERA
Shelf insert

$

5

.90

/ea

4

Turning waste sorting into a simple action,
these practical bins help you take the first
step towards giving waste a new life.

8 METOD/BODARP

1 KNIXHULT Pendant lamp $59
Each lamp is unique since it is made of
bamboo with natural colour variations and
is hand-woven by skilled craftspeople.
Clear lacquered bamboo. Designer:
Emma Olbers. Ø40, H53cm. 404.048.86
2 RÖNNINGE Chair $135/ea
You sit comfortably thanks to the soft
rounded shapes of the seat and backrest.
Tinted, clear lacquered solid birch and birch
veneer. Designer: Maja Ganszyniec.
W46×D49, H79cm. 804.007.54
3 VARIERA Shelf insert $5.90/ea
Screws included; two VARIERA shelf inserts
or more can be connected together. Steel.
W32×D13, H16cm. White 701.777.26
4 HÅLLBAR Waste sorting solution for
METOD kitchen drawer, ventilated $51.60
A combination with 3 bins for sorting your
cans and smaller packages such as hygiene
products, and 1 for sorting dry and wet organic
waste. Power coated steel and polypropylene
plastic. 40l. Light grey 193.089.24

METOD/BODARP 9

Reduce, reuse
and recycle
Experience the calmness of an environmentally-focused kitchen with
plenty of storage space. Made of recycled wood and a plastic foil from
recycled PET bottles (at least 90%), the durable KUNGSBACKA fronts
reduce the use of earth’s resources while offering a streamlined look
with a striking matt, high-quality finish.

Even lower price
1

240 cm

GRUNDVATTNET
Colander

$

3.90

√√ (Very good)
4.8 litres/min
IKEA TOLLSJON
304.284.49/21994
SKT/BT-2019/026551/SET

Previous price $5.90

2

TOLLSJÖN
Kitchen mixer tap/
handspray

$

Approx measurements only.
METOD/KUNGSBACKA Kitchen
What’s included in the price, see page 52.

$

350

2,848.20

For more information or additional services,
see page 66.

3
The METOD Kitchen
system has a
25-year guarantee.
See page 64.

Save water and energy, and save on your bills, too. The TOLLSJÖN kitchen mixer
tap lets you switch between a concentrated stream and a shower function, and
the detachable handspray makes washing and rinsing vegetables a breeze.

METOD Kitchen with KUNGSBACKA
anthracite doors, drawer fronts and
MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers $2,848.20
METOD cabinet frames in white melamine
foil. KUNGSBACKA doors/drawer fronts in foil
and recycled foil finish. MAXIMERA drawers in
powder coated steel and melamine foil. Styled
with HACKÅS knobs/handles in anthracite
powder coated aluminium and EKBACKEN ash
effect laminate worktop. Kitchen appliance
and lighting are sold separately.

4

10 METOD/KUNGSBACKA

1 GRUNDVATTNET Colander $3.90
(Previous price $5.90) This over-the-sink
colander is perfect to use as a strainer for
washing fruit and vegetables, as a dish drainer
or simply to hold sink bowl accessories.
Polypropylene plastic and synthetic rubber.
Designer: Brickstad/Palleschitz/Petersén.
L46×W16, H9cm. Grey 003.254.19
2 TOLLSJÖN Kitchen mixer tap/handspray
$350 Metallized brass. Designer: Brickstad/
Palleschitz/Petersén. H46cm. Black polished
metal 003.416.93
3 New KILSVIKEN Inset sink, 1 bowl $332
Fits cabinet frames min. 60 cm wide. Quartz
composite. L56×W46cm. Black 793.368.96
4 KUNGSBACKA Drawer front $22
Foil and recycled foil finish. Designer:
J Löfgren/J Pettersson. W60×H10cm.
Anthracite 903.378.56 Combined with
UTRUSTA Pull-out shelf $32 The shelf has
a self-closing device pulling it in at the end.
W60×D37cm. White 802.745.24

METOD/KUNGSBACKA 11

Sustainability on large
and small scale
5

The way we live have a huge impact on the planet, our health and
our well-being. With smarter solutions we can save earth's resources
without compromising on price, quality or convenience. Good for you
and good for the planet. Read more at IKEA.sg/PeopleandPlanet.

STRÖMLINJE
LED worktop lighting

$

59/ea

2
1

TALRIKA
Deep plate

$

15

.90

/4pcs

Be kind to our planet with this practical
worktop lighting, featuring an LED light
source that consumes up to 85% less
energy and lasts 20 times longer than
incandescent bulbs.

1 TALRIKA Deep plate $15.90/4pcs
Made of renewable plastic, a more sustainable
option than plastic from sources like fossil oil.
Polylactic plastic. Designer: Monika Mulder.
Ø20cm. Light green 504.211.21
2 TALRIKA Mug $12.90/4pcs
Made of renewable plastic, a more sustainable
option than plastic from sources like fossil oil.
Polylactic plastic. Designer: Monika Mulder.
25cl. Light red 304.211.17
3 HÅLLBAR Waste sorting solution with
pull-out, ventilated $55.80 A combination
with 1 bin for sorting your tin cans and smaller
packages and 1 for dry and wet organic waste.
Steel and polypropylene plastic. Holds 20l.
Light grey 793.088.17
4 TÄMNAREN Kitchen mixer tap with sensor
$600 The sensor is discreetly placed on the
mixer tap’s side to prevent it from accidentally
turning on when you work in the kitchen.
Metallized brass. Designer: Brickstad/
Palleschitz/Petersén. H31cm. Stainless steel
colour 703.594.96
5 STRÖMLINJE LED worktop lighting $59/ea
You can connect one LED worktop lighting to
another using the 2 small connection fittings
included in the package. Polycarbonate plastic
and aluminium. W40cm. White 803.430.42
6 TILLREDA Portable induction hob $79
Designer: Klara Petersen.
W30xD38.5, H5.4 cm. 303.437.75

4

The mugs and bowls from the TALRIKA series are
made of renewable PLA, a more sustainable option
than oil-based plastics.

√√ (Very good)
3.5 litres/min
IKEA TAMNAREN
703.594.96/21994
SKT/BT-2018/025064/SET

6
3

HÅLLBAR
Waste sorting solution with
pull-out, ventilated

$

12

55

.80

Hygienic and easy to use, the TÄMNAREN sensor tap
allows you to turn the water on and off with a hand
movement. It will automatically turn itself off after ten
seconds, so you can enjoy this practical feature without
the risk of wasting water.

Do you have a small kitchen or
are you in need of an extra cooking
zone? Just plug in the energyefficient TILLREDA induction hob
and start cooking. When you're
done, it can easily be stowed away.
13

270 cm

300 cm

Functionality meets
feeling
Start your day in the best of ways in a modern-looking kitchen with
an industrial touch. The flexible METOD kitchen system is a great
way to efficiently use your space and create plenty of storage
opportunities. ASKERSUND fronts with a melamine foil both look
and feel like wood and can easily be combined with other fronts,
such as the sleek VEDDINGE.

1

Approx measurements only.

METOD/New ASKERSUND Kitchen
What’s included in the price, see page 52.

$

2,490.40

For more information or additional services,
see page 66.

The METOD Kitchen
system has
a 25-year guarantee.
See page 64.

KUNGSFORS
Rail

6

$

.90

Delivery
Whether you’re shopping
in store or online, and
no matter how big the
purchase, we’ll do the heavy
lifting and bring it to your
preferred location.

METOD Kitchen with New ASKERSUND
dark brown ash effect doors,
drawer fronts and MAXIMERA
soft-closing drawers $2,490.40
METOD cabinet frames in white melamine
foil. ASKERSUND doors/drawer fronts in
melamine foil finish. MAXIMERA drawers in
powder coated steel and melamine foil. Styled
with BILLSBRO handles in powder coated
aluminium and EKBACKEN dark grey marble
effect laminate worktop. Kitchen appliances
and lighting are sold separately.
1 KUNGSFORS Rail $6.90
Stainless steel. L56cm. 703.349.34

METOD/ASKERSUND/VEDDINGE 15

Get creative. The modularity of
the METOD kitchen system allows
you to create both great storage
combinations and a nice place to sit
and relax with your friends.

3

METOD/VEDDINGE
Top cabinet to fridge/freezer

$
√√ (Very good)
3.5 litres/min
IKEA ALMAREN
703.416.37
SKT/BT-2017/021333

88/ea

2

1

METOD/ASKERSUND
Corner base cabinet
with carousel

$

16 METOD/ASKERSUND/VEDDINGE

275

Get assistance where you need it most. A colander in
the sink for rinsing vegetables, a dishrack to keep your
worktop clean and a corner carousel with easy access
to your pots and pans – these are just a few things that
make your everyday life more convenient.

It's possible to use even the most awkward spaces. Cabinets stacked on top of
each other allow you to fill every corner of your kitchen, even if it
has some architectural challenges.

1 METOD/New ASKERSUND Corner base
cabinet with carousel $275 The shelves
can be moved vertically and rotated to make
it easier for you to access what you need.
Melamine foil finish. W87.5×H80cm. Kitchen
worktop, legs, plinth, knobs and handles are
sold separately. White/dark brown ash effect
293.354.27
2 ÄLMAREN Kitchen mixer tap $79
The mixer tap insert has hard, durable ceramic
discs that can handle the high friction that
occurs when you change the temperature
of the water. Metallized brass. Designer:
Brickstad/Palleschitz/Petersén. H36cm.
Stainless steel colour 703.416.37
3 METOD/VEDDINGE Top cabinet to fridge/
freezer $88/ea To be completed with a knob
or a handle. Painted finish. W60×D61.6,
H40cm. Kitchen suspension rail, knobs and
handles are sold separately. White 793.691.65

METOD/ASKERSUND/VEDDINGE 17

Let your
personality show
There is a dream kitchen for every taste. With the flexible METOD
kitchen system as your base, you can explore different styles with a
wide range of colours, fronts, doors and storage solutions. Check out
some of our options below and start creating a kitchen area that is
uniquely yours.

Planning and consultation
Even on big projects, the little
things matter. Discuss your
ideas with our team of design
professionals and we'll help nail
them down in detail.

1 LERHYTTAN Drawer front $60/ea
Stained, clear lacquered solid ash and
ash veneer. Designer: Francis Cayouette.
W80×H40cm. Kitchen knobs and handles are
sold separately. Black stained 803.560.01
2 VADHOLMA Wine shelf $90/ea
Can be mounted between two cabinets or
between a cabinet and a wall. Fibreboard,
ash veneer, stain, clear acrylic lacquer and
ash veneer. Designer: Ebba Strandmark.
W40×D37, H40cm. Brown/stained ash
103.743.29

3 TUTEMO Open cabinet $50
You can mount the cabinet either as an end
shelf on the side of your wall/base cabinets
or between them for a practical open storage
solution. Particleboard, acrylic paint, plastic
edging. W40×D36.6, H40cm. Anthracite
803.498.26
4 ASKERSUND Drawer front $14/ea
(Previous price $18/ea) Melamine foil finish.
W60×H40cm. Kitchen knobs and handles are
sold separately. Light ash effect 903.317.98
5 BODBYN Glass door $60/ea
Painted finish and tempered glass.
W40×H80cm. Kitchen knobs and handles are
sold separately. Grey 702.737.18

BODARP fronts are a great way to
personalise your new kitchen or
freshen up your existing one. See the
entire range at IKEA.sg.

5

6

3

2

1

LERHYTTAN
Drawer front,
W80×H40cm

$

60/ea

Even lower price
4

ASKERSUND
Drawer front,
W60×H40cm

$

14/ea

Previous price $18/ea

7

6 BODARP Door $48/ea
Foil and recycled foil finish. W40×H80cm.
Kitchen knobs and handles are sold separately.
Grey-green 604.356.55
7 TORNVIKEN Box $25/ea
A flexible box that you can place in an open
cabinet and also lift out and place somewhere –
like on the worktop or the dining table. Painted
finish. Designer: Ebba Strandmark.
W16×D34, H15cm. Grey 303.589.98
8 VEDDINGE Drawer front $18/ea
Painted finish. W60×H40cm. Kitchen knobs and
handles are sold separately. White 502.744.60

8

VEDDINGE
Drawer front,
W60×H40cm

18/ea

$

Open up to new
possibilities
The secret behind fun, simple cooking is having a big worktop and lots
of space to experiment. Inspired by functional (and stylish) restaurant
kitchens, the wall-mounted KUNGSFORS storage finds a perfect
companion in the sleek VÅRSTA fronts. Use the flexible METOD kitchen
system to optimise your workflow.

1

SKURUP
Pendant lamp

$

The METOD kitchen
system has a
25-year guarantee.
See page 64.

280 cm
Approx measurements only.

METOD/VÅRSTA Kitchen
What’s included in the price, see page 52.

5,987.85

$

For more information or additional services,
see page 66.

20 METOD/VÅRSTA/KUNGSFORS

METOD Kitchen with VÅRSTA stainless
steel drawer fronts and MAXIMERA
soft-closing drawers $5,987.85
METOD cabinet frames in white melamine
foil. VÅRSTA drawer fronts in stainless steel
and melamine foil. MAXIMERA drawers in
powder coated steel and melamine foil.
Styled with KALLRÖR handles in stainless
steel and KASKER black stone effect
quartz worktop $1,560.95 Kitchen worktop,
appliances and lighting are sold separately.
1 SKURUP Pendant lamp $19.90/ea
Gives a directed light; good for lighting
up for example dining tables or bar tops.
Powder coated steel and plastic. Designer:
Axelsson/Löwenhielm/Gouriou/Nilsson.
Ø19cm. 803.973.94
2 KALLRÖR Handle $11.90/2pcs
Stainless steel. L40.5cm 603.570.30

19.90/ea

2

KALLROR
Handle

$

11.90/2pcs

Installation
Need a little help or a
lot? We offer a range of
installation options, so just
choose the service level you
need and we will come and
get things up and running.

METOD/VÅRSTA/KUNGSFORS 21

1 VIVALLA Tablet stand $14.90
Clear lacquered bamboo. Designer: Ehlén
Johansson. W26×D16, H17cm. 904.128.60
2 VIMMERN Kitchen mixer tap/handspray
$350 Metallized brass. H47cm.
Stainless steel colour 903.052.85
3 KUNGSFORS Dish drainer $39.90
Removable tray underneath; collects water
from the drainer. Powder coated steel and
stainless steel. Designer: Ehlén Johansson.
W60×D30, H10cm. 203.712.26
4 BREDSJÖN Sink bowl with visible front $682
Fits cabinet frames min. 60 cm wide.
Stainless steel. L60×W69cm. 092.895.58

1

Create an island of calmness in
the middle of your kitchen where
you can relax and plan your meals
for the week. With the modularity
of the METOD kitchen system
you can make space for all your
things, keeping your worktop
decluttered and clean.

2

√√ (Very good)
5.6 litres/min
IKEA VIMMERN
903.052.85
SKT/BT-2016/019817

3

4

BREDSJÖN
Sink bowl with visible front

$

682

METOD/VÅRSTA/KUNGSFORS 23

Small things for a
big difference
1

GRUNDVATTNET
Washing-up bowl

$

12

.90

2

New
SUNNERSTA
Kitchen organiser set

6

$

18

.60

Made of durable, food-approved
plastic, the GRUNDVATTNET mat can be
placed in the sink to collect food waste
in a convenient way.

Made of bamboo, the APTITLIG chopping
board is hardwearing yet gentle on your
knives. Place it over the sink to make food
preparation easier.

4

7

KVOT
Dish drainer

9

$

When space is scarce, the SUNNERSTA
kitchen organiser set comes to the rescue,
keeping things close at hand and your
worktop clutter-free.

1 GRUNDVATTNET Washing-up bowl $12.90
You can use the washing-up bowl as a divider
in a sink with one bowl to create two bowls.
Polypropylene plastic and synthetic rubber.
L39×W23, H16cm. Grey 003.254.24
2 GRUNDVATTNET Mat $5.90
The mat can be placed in the bottom of
the sink to easily collect food waste when
preparing food. Polyethylene plastic.
L32×W26cm. Grey 603.254.21
3 APTITLIG Chopping board $19.90
You can easily turn the chopping board
and use both sides when you prepare food,
because it has easy-to-grip slanted edges.
Bamboo. L45×W28cm. 202.334.28
4 RINNIG Kitchen utensil rack $4.90
Plastic. L31×W10, H12cm. 603.873.05
5 RINNIG Dish drainer, double-sided $4.90
This dish drainer is double-sided, so you can
choose to either let the water drain directly
down into the sink bowl or collect it and pour it
out later. Plastic. L40×W31, H3cm. 003.872.66
6 New SUNNERSTA Kitchen organiser set
$18.90 May also be used in high humidity
areas. Powder coated steel and plastic.
W23×H45–65cm. Comprises of:
Adjustable rack with hooks 604.409.54
Container (12x11cm) White 303.037.36
Kitchen roll holder 304.439.25
Shelf (25cm) 704.439.28
Shelf/dish drainer 104.439.31, 1 of each
7 KVOT Dish drainer $9.90
Can be folded up to save space.
Galvanised steel. L48×W29, H23cm. 101.934.18
8 KUNGSFORS S-hook $2.90/5pcs
Use the hooks to store your kitchenware on
the wall and fit more into your cabinets and
drawers. Stainless steel. H6cm. 703.349.29
9 KUNGSFORS Rail $4.90
Can also be used as a towel rail or a pot lid
rack. Stainless steel. L40cm. 504.425.00

.90

9
8

5

3

APTITLIG
Chopping board

$

24

19

.90

Protect your worktop when you
leave your dishes to dry with the
RINNIG dish drainer.

25

Relax in a kitchen made
for cooking and dining

Planning and consultation
Even on big projects, the
little things matter. Discuss
your ideas with our team
of design professionals and
we’ll help nail them down
in detail.

Why not gather in the kitchen and keep the chef of the house
company when it’s time to prepare the next meal. VOXTORP fronts
with integrated handles create a welcoming space that everyone will
enjoy, chef and guests alike. Built to last and easy to adapt, the METOD
kitchen system opens up for clever and stylish storage possibilities.

2

EKBACKEN
Worktop

95

$
The METOD Kitchen
system has
a 25-year guarantee.
See page 64.

310 cm

270 cm
Approx measurements only.

METOD/VOXTORP Kitchen
What’s included in the price, see page 52.

4,767

$

For more information or additional services,
see page 66.

26 METOD/VOXTORP

METOD Ktchen with VOXTORP
dark grey doors, drawer fronts and
MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers $4,767
METOD cabinet frames in white melamine
foil. VOXTORP doors/drawer fronts in foil
finish. MAXIMERA drawers in powder
coated steel and melamine foil. Styled
with EKBACKEN dark grey marble effect
laminate worktop. Kitchen appliance and
lighting are sold separately.
1 TÄMNAREN Kitchen mixer tap with sensor
$600 Metallized brass. Designer: Brickstad/
Palleschitz/Petersén. H31cm. Stainless steel
colour 703.594.96
2 EKBACKEN Worktop $95 High-pressure
melamine laminate. L186×D63.5cm. 2.8cm
thick. Dark grey marble effect 203.971.70

√√√ (Excellent)
5.2 litres/min
1
IKEA TAMNAREN
703.594.96/21994
SKT/BT-2018/025064/SET

1

METOD/VOXTORP
Wall cabinet horizontal

148/ea

$

Keep your dining area clutter-free with
great storage for plates and glasses.
The same front style allows for a
seamless transition from the kitchen.

2

METOD/VOXTORP
Corner base cabinet
with carousel

$

325

All things close at hand when you need them and neatly
stowed away when you are done – soft-closing drawers
give you the perfect overview of your kitchen utensils.

1 METOD/VOXTORP Wall cabinet horizontal
$148/ea Door lift with catch for gentle closing
included. Foil finish. W80×D39.1, H40cm.
Kitchen suspension rails and cover panels
are sold separately. White/dark grey
193.915.36

3

4

The METOD kitchen system offers great flexibility, allowing you to use every
corner of your room efficiently, like in this solution with built-in appliances
and a pull-out pantry.

28 METOD/VOXTORP

2 METOD/VOXTORP Corner base cabinet with
carousel $325 The shelves can be moved
vertically and rotated to make it easier for
you to access what you need. Foil finish.
W87.5×D89.6, H88cm. Kitchen suspension rail,
legs and worktop are sold separately.
White/dark grey 693.783.92
3 VARIERA Box with handle $17.90
Bamboo and clear polyurethane/acrylic
lacquer. L24xW17xH14 cm. 902.711.29
4 UTRUSTA Drawer front, high $15/ea
Painted finish. W35.5×H21.4cm.
White 902.711.67
MAXIMERA Drawer, high $65/ea
Powder coated steel and melamine foil.
W36.4×D54.2, H21.2cm. White 002.710.96
MAXIMERA Divider for high drawer
$15/ea ABS plastic and acrylic plastic.
W35.6×H19.4cm. White/transparent 102.712.51
MAXIMERA Add-on side for drawer,
high $12/2pcs Tempered glass. D49×H11.5cm.
402.711.17
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160 cm

1

TORNVIKEN
Box

$

The outside doesn't have to dictate the inside. On the contrary, you can
have a personal and inviting kitchen with BODBYN fronts, featuring
a frame and bevelled panels, and still enjoy plenty of storage space
for all your kitchen utensils. That's the advantage of a flexible kitchen
system like METOD.

25/ea

280 cm

More than what
you can see

Approx measurements only.
METOD/BODBYN Kitchen
What’s included in the price, see page 52.

3,264.70

$

For more information or additional services,
see page 66.

The METOD Kitchen
system has
a 25-year guarantee.
See page 64.

3

METOD/BODBYN
Storage combination

$

1,247.50

√√ (Very good)
3.5 litres/min
IKEA ALMAREN
703.416.37
SKT/BT-2017/021333
2

ÄLMAREN
Kitchen mixer tap

$

79

When space is limited, the flexible METOD kitchen system is your answer.
Shallow cabinets fit almost anywhere, adding extra storage and a practical
worktop without demanding too much floorspace.

METOD Kitchen with BODBYN
off-white doors, drawer fronts, glass
doors, MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers,
TORNVIKEN open cabinet and boxes
$3,264.70 METOD cabinet frames in white
melamine foil. BODBYN doors/drawer fronts
in painted finish and glass doors in tempered
glass. MAXIMERA drawers in powder coated
steel and melamine foil. TORNVIKEN open
cabinet and boxes in off-white painted finish.
Styled with ENERYDA knobs/handles in black
powder coated aluminium and EKBACKEN
matt anthracite laminate worktop. Kitchen
appliances and lighting are sold separately.
1 TORNVIKEN Box $25/ea
Ideal for things they you often use in your
kitchen and want close at hand – like spices,
pens or other things. Fits into TORNVIKEN
open cabinet. It’s easy to see and reach the
content, since the box can be fully pulled out.
Painted finish. Designer: Ebba Strandmark.
W16×D34, H15cm. Off-white 903.590.04
2 ÄLMAREN Kitchen mixer tap $79
Metallized brass. Designer: Brickstad/
Palleschitz/Petersén. H36cm. Stainless steel
colour 703.416.37
3 METOD/BODBYN Storage combination
$1,274.50 Off-white painted finish and
tempered glass. Styled with SKÄRHAMN
knobs/handles/drop handles in chrome-plated
zinc/powder coated zinc and EKBACKEN matt
anthracite laminate worktop. Kitchen lighting
is sold separately.
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Make room for
all your things
Never enough space? Improve the functionality of your kitchen
with practical storage units to keep things close at hand.
Fancy something new? Give your kitchen a facelift with our selection
of shelves and carts and much more. They can easily be combined to
extend – or renew – your space.

Declutter your life and check out
our wide range of storage solutions
at IKEA.sg

1 KUNGSFORS Kitchen trolley $199
Stainless steel. Designer: Ehlén Johansson.
L60×W40, H90cm. 903.349.33
2 KUNGSFORS Wall grid $21.90
Stainless steel. Designer: Ehlén Johansson.
W56×H26.5cm. 503.349.30
3 KUNGSFORS Dish drainer $39.90
Powder coated steel and stainless steel.
Designer: Ehlén Johansson. W60×D30, H10cm.
203.712.26
4 New FABRIKÖR Glass-door cabinet $249
Powder coated steel and tempered glass.
Designer: Nike Karlsson. W57×D47, H150cm.
Pale grey-green 304.601.23

7

OMAR
1 shelf section

$

79

.80

5 VADHOLMA Wall shelf $79
Painted solid beech, beech veneer and
stainless steel. Designer: Francis Cayouette.
W40×D20, H100cm. Black 003.661.17
6 RÅSKOG Trolley $59 For maximum quality,
re-tighten the screws when necessary.
Powder coated steel. Designer: Nike Karlsson.
L35×W45, H78cm. Grey-green 904.431.40
7 OMAR 1 shelf section $79.80 Galvanised steel.
W92×D36, H181cm. 998.729.18
8 RISATORP Basket $12.90/ea
Powder coated steel and layer-glued birch
veneer. Designer: Wiebke Braasch.
L25×W26, H18cm. Light olive-green 504.515.99
Also available in Red 004.108.13 White
702.816.19

9 RISATORP Trolley $89 Powder coated steel
and layer-glued birch veneer. Designer: Wiebke
Braasch. L57×W39, H86cm. White 402.816.30
10 SKÅDIS Pegboard $35 (Previous price $39.90)
Choose the accessories in the SKÅDIS series
which suit your needs and create a personal
storage combination. Painted fibreboard.
Designer: Eva Lilja Löwenhielm. W76×H56cm.
Accessories are sold separately. White
903.216.19
11 BEKVÄM Kitchen trolley $99
Solid birch. L58×W50, H85cm. 102.403.49
12 MÄSTERBY Step stool $39.90
Polypropylene plastic and glass fibres.
Designer: Chris Martin. W43×D40, H50cm.
Beige 503.320.78

Even lower price
10

SKÅDIS
Pegboard

$

35

Previous price $39.90

2
4

5

8

3
11
9
1

KUNGSFORS
Kitchen trolley

199

$

6

RÅSKOG
Trolley

$

59

BEKVÄM
Kitchen trolley

99

$

12

Turn the light up with your first cup of tea or coffee in the morning
and dim it when it's time to sit down for your evening meal. With IKEA
Smart Lighting you can create your own pre-set moods and control
the light with a remote control or an app. Glossy RINGHULT doors and
JUTIS accent doors create a kitchen that works perfectly with your
lighting solution, also inside the cabinets.

1

TRÅDFRI
Remote control

$

19.90

220 cm

LEPTITER
LED recessed
spotlight, dimmable

$

49.90/ea

240 cm

A bright idea

3

Switch between warm and cold
light with the LEPTITER LED
recessed spotlight to suit the
activity or your mood.

140 cm
Approx measurements only.
METOD/RINGHULT/JUTIS Kitchen
What’s included in the price, see page 52.

4,205.30

$

For more information or additional services,
see page 66.

The METOD Kitchen
system has
a 25-year guarantee.
See page 64.

New
2

SIMRISHAMN
Wall lamp
with swing arm

$

59

METOD Kitchen with RINGHULT high-gloss
white doors, drawer fronts, JUTIS frosted
glass doors and MAXIMERA soft-closing
drawers $4,205.30 METOD cabinet frames
in white melamine foil. RINGHULT doors/
drawer fronts in high-gloss foil finish. JUTIS
glass doors in tempered glass and aluminium.
Styled with BILLSBRO handles in white powder
coated aluminium and EKBACKEN white
marble effect laminate worktop. Kitchen
appliances and lighting are sold separately.
5

4

OMLOPP
LED spotlight

$

19.90/ea

Put your favourite items in the spotlight with energy-efficient LED lights.
Mounted inside a glass cabinet or a drawer, our lighting solutions are both
beautiful and functional.

34 METOD/RINGHULT/JUTIS

1 TRÅDFRI Remote control $19.90
Synthetic rubber/polycarbonate plastic/
ABS plastic. Ø68, H18mm. 004.431.25
2 New SIMRISHAMN Wall lamp with swing
arm $59 You can adjust the arm’s length from
the wall and swing it sideways to get the light
exactly where you want it. Chrome-plated steel
and glass. L90–120cm. Chrome-plated/opal
white 604.573.36 (Coming soon, please check
IKEA.sg for latest availability info.)
3 LEPTITER LED recessed spotlight, dimmable
$49.90/ea With this smart LED recessed
spotlight you can adapt your lighting to
different activities, for example a warmer light
for a relaxing bath and a brighter, colder light
for working. The colour temperature can be
switched between 2200 Kelvin (warm glow),
2700 Kelvin (warm white) and 4000 Kelvin
(cool white). Plastic and steel. Ø12cm.
White spectrum 503.535.13
4 OMLOPP LED spotlight $19.90/ea
Plastic and steel. Ø6.8, H1cm. White 702.451.79
5 OMLOPP LED lighting strip for drawers
$29.90 The light switches on and off
automatically when you open or close the
drawer so no energy is wasted. Fits in 40 cm
cabinets. Aluminium and plastic. L36cm.
Aluminium-colour 402.452.27
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Enhance, refine, upgrade

New
VINNÄSET
Knob

1

9

7

$ .90
/2pcs

It's easy to change the look of your kitchen and create something that
feels completely new without remodelling your entire space. Just check
out our great selection of taps, worktops, backsplashes and knobs &
handles, all in different styles, patterns and colours. Small changes can
truly make the biggest difference.

Discover our entire range of knobs
and handles at IKEA.sg.

10

√√ (Very good)
3.5 litres/min
IKEA TAMNAREN
703.594.96/21994
SKT/BT-2018/025064/SET

TÄMNAREN
Kitchen mixer
tap with sensor

$

600

13

11

√√ (Very good)
5.6 litres/min
IKEA GAMLESJON
003.416.74/21994
SKT/BT-2018/023502

14

5
15

12
2

$

TOLLSJÖN
Kitchen mixer tap/
handspray

$

BORGHAMN
Handle

15.90/2pcs

350

6

√√ (Very good)
4.6 litres/min
IKEA GLYPEN
804.423.77/22399
SKT/BT-2019/028079/SET

√√ (Very good)
4.8 litres/min
IKEA TOLLSJON
304.284.46/21994
SKT/BT-2019/026551/SET

7

3

4

36

8

1 New VINNÄSET Knob $7.90/2pcs
Clear lacquered solid beech. Designer:
Maja Ganszyniec. Ø37mm. 004.372.28
2 TOLLSJÖN Kitchen mixer tap/handspray
$350 Metallized brass. Designer: Brickstad/
Palleschitz/Petersén. H46cm. Black polished
metal 003.416.93
3 EKBACKEN Worktop $95
High-pressure melamine laminate.
L186×D63.5cm. 2.8cm thick.
White marble effect 503.356.23
4 ENERYDA Cup handle $8.90/2pcs
Brass-plated aluminium. Designer:
Francis Cayouette. Hole spacing 64mm.
Brass-colour 603.475.26
5 TORNVIKEN Wall shelf $69
3 hooks included; allows you to hang
e.g. kitchen utensils and towels within easy
reach. Painted finish and nickel-plated steel.
Designer: Ebba Strandmark. W50×D30, H24cm.
Off-white 404.022.60

6 GLYPEN Kitchen mixer tap $69
Metallized brass and zinc and polyamide
plastic. Designer: Mikael Axelsson. H26cm.
Stainless steel effect 804.423.77
7 SÄLJAN Worktop $95 High-pressure
melamine laminate. L186×D63.5cm. 3.8cm
thick. Light grey mineral effect 303.972.02
8 HISHULT Handle $8.90/2pcs
Feldspar porcelain. Designer: K Hagberg/
M Hagberg. Hole spacing 128mm.
White 402.700.66
9 VÄXJÖ Pendant lamp $39.90
Aluminium and plastic. Designer: C Halskov/
H Dalsgaard. Ø38cm. Aluminium-colour
104.664.56
10 TÄMNAREN Kitchen mixer tap with sensor
$600 Metallized brass. Designer: Brickstad/
Palleschitz/Petersén. H31cm. Stainless steel
colour 703.594.96
11 SÄLJAN Worktop $95 High-pressure
melamine laminate. L186×D63.5cm.
3.8cm thick. Oak effect 404.391.74

12 ÖSTERNÄS Leather handle $19.90/2pcs
Stainless steel and leather. Designer:
H Preutz/A Fredriksson. Hole spacing 128mm.
Tanned leather 303.489.28
13 GAMLESJÖN Dual-control kitchen mixer tap
$149 Metallized brass. Designer: Brickstad/
Palleschitz/Petersén. H36cm. Brushed black
metal 003.416.74
14 EKBACKEN Worktop $95 High-pressure
melamine laminate. L186×D63.5cm.
2.8cm thick. Matt anthracite 504.090.15
15 BORGHAMN Handle $15.90/2pcs
Powder coated steel. Designer: Mikael
Axelsson. Hole spacing 160mm. 603.160.49
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Choose your own
kitchen style

220 cm

120 cm

Relax in a kitchen that fits your personality. With white VEDDINGE as
your base, you can use ASKERSUND fronts or JÄRSTA accent doors to
let your own style shine through. Play around with fronts, doors, knobs
and handles to create the kitchen of your dreams (or just change one
thing for a smaller update).

Approx measurements only.

2

1

METOD/VEDDINGE/JÄRSTA Kitchen
What’s included in the price, see page 52.

METOD/ASKERSUND
Wall cabinet, W40×H40cm

$

60/ea

3,282.40

$

For more information or additional
services, see page 66.

METOD/VEDDINGE/ASKERSUND Kitchen
What’s included in the price, see page 52.

2,942

$

.40

For more information or additional
services, see page 66.

The METOD Kitchen system
has a 25-year guarantee.
See page 64.

38 METOD/VEDDINGE/ASKERSUND

LEFT PAGE:
METOD Kitchen with VEDDINGE white
doors, drawer fronts, ASKERSUND light ash
effect doors and MAXIMERA soft-closing
drawers $2,942.40 METOD cabinet frames in
white melamine foil. VEDDINGE doors/drawer
fronts in painted finish. ASKERSUND doors in
melamine foil finish. MAXIMERA drawers in
powder coated steel and melamine foil. Styled
with BILLSBRO handles in white powder coated
aluminium and LILLTRÄSK white laminate
worktop. Kitchen appliances and lighting are
sold separately.

RIGHT PAGE:
METOD Kitchen with VEDDINGE white doors,
drawer fronts, JÄRSTA high-gloss black-blue
doors and MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers
$3,282.40 METOD cabinet frames in white
melamine foil. VEDDINGE doors/drawer fronts
in painted finish. JÄRSTA doors in high-gloss
foil finish. MAXIMERA drawers in powder
coated steel and melamine foil. Styled with
BILLSBRO handles in white powder coated
aluminium and LILLTRÄSK white laminate
worktop. Kitchen appliances and lighting are
sold separately.

1 METOD/ASKERSUND Wall cabinet $60/ea
Melamine foil finish. W40×D38.6, H40cm.
Kitchen suspension rail, knobs and handles
are sold separately. 993.738.02
2 METOD/JÄRSTA Wall cabinet $85/ea
High-gloss foil finish. W40×D38.7, H40cm.
Kitchen suspension rails, knobs and handles
are sold separately. White/ high-gloss
black-blue 593.780.95
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A seamless blend of form
and functionality
Find your inner peace in a kitchen that offers simple, efficient and
cheerful elegance. The clean lines of these VEDDINGE fronts rest on
the flexible foundation of the METOD kitchen system, resulting in a
streamlined kitchen with lots of storage space.

1

2

ÄLMAREN
Kitchen mixer tap

$
√√ (Very good)
3.5 litres/min
IKEA ALMAREN
703.416.37
SKT/BT-2017/021333

79

The METOD Kitchen
system has
a 25-year guarantee.
See page 64.

220 cm

Approx measurements only.

METOD/VEDDINGE Kitchen
What’s included in the price, see page 52.

1,438.60

$

For more information or additional services,
see page 66.

40 METOD/VEDDINGE

METOD Kitchen with VEDDINGE white
doors, drawer fronts and MAXIMERA
soft-closing drawers $1,438.60 METOD
cabinet frames in white melamine foil.
VEDDINGE doors/drawer fronts in painted
finish. MAXIMERA drawers in powder
coated steel and melamine foil. Styled with
ÖSTERNÄS leather handles and EKBACKEN
ash effect laminate worktop. Kitchen lighting
and appliances are sold separately.
1 BERGSHULT/GRANHULT Wall shelf
$35.90/ea As the bracket covers the edge of
the shelf; you can cut the shelf without the
cut edge showing. W80×D30cm.
White/nickel-plated 492.908.09
2 ÄLMAREN Kitchen mixer tap $79
Metallized brass. Designer: Brickstad/
Palleschitz/Petersén. H36cm.
Stainless steel colour 703.416.37
3 ÖSTERNÄS Leather handle $15.90/2pcs
ÖSTERNÄS handle in tanned leather feels
soft to touch and brings a warm and natural
element to your home. Stainless steel and
leather. Designer: H Preutz/A Fredriksson.
Ø19mm. Tanned leather 303.489.33

3

Knobs and handles are like icing on the
cake. Enhance the style of your kitchen,
refresh the look of fronts, coordinate with
the rest of your home – or simply change
because it’s fun.

METOD/VEDDINGE 41

Quality down to the last
detail
Bring a warm feeling to your kitchen with a distinct traditional and
timeless style. LERHYTTAN kitchen fronts are made of premium
materials and designed with lots of attention to detail. Built using our
flexible METOD kitchen system, the inside storage is spacious and able
to handle years of wear and tear.

The METOD kitchen
system has a
25-year guarantee.
See page 64.

METOD Kitchen with LERHYTTAN black
stained doors, drawer fronts, glass doors
and MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers
$4,691.50 METOD cabinet frames in white
melamine foil. LERHYTTAN doors/drawer
fronts in stained, clear lacquered solid ash/
ash veneer and glass doors in tempered
glass. MAXIMERA drawers in powder
coated steel and melamine foil. Styled
with ENERYDA knobs/cup handles in
chrome-plated aluminium and KASKER
White marble effect quartz worktop
$1,054.40 Kitchen worktop, appliances
and lighting are sold separately.
340 cm
Approx measurements only.

METOD/LERHYTTAN Kitchen
What’s included in the price, see page 52.

4,691.50

$

For more information or additional services,
see page 66.
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3

1

GAMLEBY
Chair

$

75/ea

ENERYDA
Cup handle

$
2

GAMLEBY
Gateleg table

$

8.90/2pcs

349

1 GAMLEBY Chair $75/ea
Stained, clear lacquered solid pine.
Designer: Nike Karlsson. W42×D50, H85cm.
Light antique stain/grey 803.648.26 Chair
pad is sold separately.
2 GAMLEBY Gateleg table $349
Convenient drawer under the table top for
storing cutlery, napkins or candles near
the table. For maximum quality, re-tighten
the screws when necessary. Stained, clear
lacquered solid pine. L67/134/201×W78,
H74cm. Light antique stain/grey 703.654.83
3 ENERYDA Cup handle $8.90/2 pcs
Chrome-plated aluminium. Designer:
Francis Cayouette. Hole spacing 64mm.
Chrome-colour 203.475.28
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Find peace of mind in the kitchen of
your dreams. A mix of LERHYTTAN
fronts and glass doors gives your
kitchen a more dynamic look. Let
the kitchen tools you use the most
find a place around the sink to
make your kitchen complete.

You can easily combine cabinets
into a solution that meets your
storage needs and reflects the
style of your kitchen.
1
√√ (Very good)
5.2 litres/min
IKEA INSJON
003.418.72/22399
SKT/BT-2017/023148

2
1 INSJÖN Kitchen mixer tap with
pull-out spout $229 Chrome-plated brass.
Designer: Brickstad/Palleschitz/Petersén.
H43cm. 003.418.72
2 HAVSEN Inset sink, 1 bowl $175
Fits cabinet frames min. 60 cm wide.
Ceramics. L53×W47cm. White 892.537.15

44 METOD/LERHYTTAN

HAVSEN
Inset sink, 1 bowl

$

175

METOD/LERHYTTAN 45

Traditional charm with a
modern twist

1

Whether your home is in the woods or you’re a city dweller with a
soft heart for country decor, the BODBYN fronts with a frame and
bevelled panels turn your kitchen into a place that feels both personal
and inviting. This stylish kitchen, built on the flexible METOD kitchen
system, offers craftmanship worthy of an authentic country cottage.

2

The METOD Kitchen
system has
a 25-year guarantee.
See page 64.

360 cm

180 cm
Approx measurements only.

METOD/BODBYN Kitchen
What’s included in the price, see page 52.

5,127.50

$

For more information or additional services,
see page 66.
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METOD Kitchen with BODBYN grey
doors, drawer fronts, glass doors and
MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers $5,127.50
METOD cabinet frames in white melamine
foil. BODBYN doors/drawer fronts in painted
finish and glass doors in tempered glass.
MAXIMERA drawers in powder coated steel
and melamine foil. Styled with ENERYDA
knobs/handles in brass-plated aluminium
and SÄLJAN black mineral effect laminate
worktop. Kitchen appliances and lighting are
sold separately.
1 METOD/BODBYN Wall cabinet with
2 glass doors $150/ea To be completed
with knobs or handles. Painted finish and
tempered glass. W80×D38.9, H40cm.
Lighting is sold separately.
White/grey 893.534.18
2 ÄLMAREN Kitchen mixer tap $79
Metallized brass. Designer: Brickstad/
Palleschitz/Petersén. H36cm.
Stainless steel colour 703.416.37
3 HAVSEN Sink bowl, 2 bowls with visible
front $340 Fits cabinet frames min.
80 cm wide. Ceramics. L82×W48cm.
White 392.502.67
4 BODBYN Decorative plinth with
cut-out $30 Painted finish. W66×H8cm.
Grey 203.127.03

√√ (Very good)
3.5 litres/min
IKEA ALMAREN
703.416.37
SKT/BT-2017/021333
3

HAVSEN
Sink bowl, 2 bowls
with visible front

$

340
Add a touch of elegance with
a decorative plinth that fits
perfectly to the base cabinets.

4

Complete the look of your kitchen
with your favourite knobs and
handles – there is a shape and
colour for every taste. A contoured
deco strip at the top of your
cabinets gives the kitchen a nice
finishing touch and accentuates the
warmth and pleasant charm of the
BODBYN design.

3

1

90/ea

$

ENERYDA
Knob

$

TORNVIKEN
Wine shelf

5.90/2pcs

2

1 ENERYDA Knob $5.90/2pcs
ENERYDA knob has a traditional style and
comes in various shapes in the colours
chrome, brass and black - so you can
choose the one that suits your home best.
Brass-plated aluminium. Designer: Francis
Cayouette. Ø27mm. Brass-colour 203.475.33
2 BODBYN Contoured deco strip/
moulding $30 Can be cut to desired length.
Painted finish. L221×H6cm. Grey 402.736.92
3 TORNVIKEN Wine shelf $90/ea
Can be mounted between two cabinets or
between a cabinet and a wall. Painted finish.
Designer: Ebba Strandmark.
W40×D36.6, H40cm. Grey 103.589.99

48 METOD/BODBYN

Assembly
All of our products are
designed to be assembled
by you, but we’re more
than happy to help put it all
together, too.

Highlight the natural
charm of wood
Go for a rustic style with TORHAMN, featuring natural colour
changes in the wooden fronts. With its design roots in tradition and
craftmanship and made using the flexible METOD kitchen system,
this kitchen is designed to withstand many years of cooking and
get-togethers with friends and family.

Glass doors with a frame
of solid ash bring out your
favourite kitchen items and add
a contemporary style to your
kitchen design.

1

VIMMERN
Kitchen mixer tap/
handspray

$

350

√√ (Very good)
5.6 litres/min
IKEA VIMMERN
903.052.85
SKT/BT-2016/019817

270 cm

200 cm

The METOD Kitchen
system has
a 25-year guarantee.
See page 64.

Approx measurements only.

METOD/TORHAMN Kitchen
What’s included in the price, see page 52.

5,704.70

$

For more information or additional services,
see page 66.

50 METOD/TORHAMN

METOD Kitchen with TORHAMN natural
ash doors, drawer fronts, glass doors
and MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers
$5,704.70 METOD cabinet frames in white
melamine foil. TORHAMN doors/drawer
fronts in clear lacquerd ash veneer/solid
ash and glass doors in tempered glass.
MAXIMERA drawers in powder coated steel
and melamine foil. Styled with BJÄRRED
handles in stainless steel and black leather
and KASKER white mineral effect quartz
worktop $1,561.60 Kitchen appliances and
lighting are sold separately.
1 VIMMERN Kitchen mixer tap/handspray
$350 Metallized brass. H47cm.
Stainless steel colour 903.052.85

Go a little greener
with BODARP. Made
with foil of recycled
PET bottles (at least
90%!) and produced
using renewable
electricity, this door
puts sustainability at
the forefront.

METOD kitchen fronts
New

IKEA kitchens have doors and fronts in a wide range of styles and
finishes, so you are certain to find something that suits your taste and
budget. Use the table below to see how much each front would cost in
our basic kitchen.

ASKERSUND
Dark brown
ash effect

17/ea

$

What’s included in the price?
The METOD kitchen system
has a 25-year guarantee.
See page 64.

The total price includes cabinets, fronts, worktop, interior organisers,
hinges, cover panels, plinths, drawers, doors, knobs/handles, sink, tap
and water trap. Lighting and appliances are sold separately.

1
New ASKERSUND Dark
brown ash effect $17
W40×H80cm.
Melamine foil finish.

2
ASKERSUND Light ash
effect $17
(Previous price $22)
W40×H80cm. Melamine
foil finish.

3
BODARP Grey-green
$48 W40×H80cm.
Foil and recycled
foil finish.

BODBYN Off-white $48 W40×H80cm.
Painted finish. BODBYN Glass door $60
W40×H80cm. Painted finish and tempered glass.

2. ASKERSUND light ash effect

$1,350.50

3. BODARP grey-green

$1,680.50

4. BODBYN grey

$1,680.50

5. BODBYN off-white

$1,680.50

6. EKESTAD oak

$1,680.50

7. HITTARP off-white

$1,554.50
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8. HÄGGEBY white

$1,324.50

9. New KALLARP high-gloss dark red-brown $1,420.50

15. TORHAMN natural ash

$1,802.50

16. VEDDINGE white

$1,420.50

$1,554.50

17. VOXTORP high-gloss light beige

$1,798

11. KUNGSBACKA anthracite

$1,554.50

18. VOXTORP matt white

$1,676

12. LERHYTTAN black stained

$1,802.50

19. VOXTORP dark grey

$1,676

13. RINGHULT high-gloss light grey

$1,554.50

20. VOXTORP walnut effect

$1,676

14. RINGHULT high-gloss white

$1,554.50

10. KUNGSBACKA matt white

8
HÄGGEBY White $12
W40×H80cm.
Melamine foil finish.

7

EKESTAD Oak $48 W40×H80cm. Clear lacquered
oak veneer/solid oak. EKESTAD Glass door $65
W40×H80cm. Clear lacquered solid oak and
tempered glass.

Let the clean and
straight lines of
HÄGGEBY add a
modern feel to
your space.

$1,350.50

BODBYN Grey $48 W40×H80cm. Painted finish.
BODBYN Glass door $60 W40×H80cm.
Painted finish and tempered glass.

6

5

1. New ASKERSUND dark brown ash effect

4

9
New KALLARP High-gloss
dark red-brown $22
W40×H80cm.
High-gloss foil finish.

The high-gloss foil
of the KALLARP
doors creates a
contemporary feel
with added colour.
It has an easy-care
finish, perfect for
the busiest room
in the house.

HITTARP Off-white $36 W40×H80cm.
Painted finish. HITTARP Glass door $50
W40×H80cm. Painted finish and tempered glass.

10
KUNGSBACKA
Matt white $36
W40×H80cm. Foil and
recycled foil finish.

11
KUNGSBACKA
Anthracite $36
W40×H80cm. Foil and
recycled foil finish.
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Accent doors and
drawer fronts

Relax in a sleek RINGHULT kitchen
with glossy doors that are resistant
to staining and easy to clean. You can
further set the style with your choice of
knobs or handles.

12

13
RINGHULT
High-gloss light grey
$36 W40×H80cm.
High-gloss foil finish.

LERHYTTAN Black stained $60 W40×H80cm.
Stained, clear lacquered solid ash/ash veneer.
LERHYTTAN Glass door $65 W40×H80cm.
Stained, clear lacquered solid ash and
tempered glass.

JUTIS
Glass door

RINGHULT
High-gloss white $36
W40×H80cm.
High-gloss foil finish.

$

16
JUTIS Glass door $45
W40×H80cm.
Frosted tempered glass
and aluminium.

VEDDINGE White $22
W40×H80cm.
Painted finish.

TORHAMN Natural ash $60 W40×H80cm.
Clear lacquered ash veneer/solid ash.
TORHAMN Glass door $65 W40×H80cm.
Clear lacquered solid ash and tempered glass.

JUTIS Glass door $45
W40×H80cm.
Smoked tempered glass
and aluminium.

Write down recipes,
to-do lists and all
family activities
on the matt black
UDDEVALLA door
that doubles as
a chalkboard.

Choose 100% smooth. Bringing an
open, modern look to your kitchen, the
VOXTORP door features clean lines with
integrated handles.

17
VOXTORP High-gloss
light beige $60
W40×H80cm.
High-gloss foil finish.
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45/ea

Have a well-deserved
break in a bright
and modern
VEDDINGE kitchen.
The sleek door
can also easily be
matched with almost
any other kitchen
front, like a colourful
accent door.

Create an inviting kitchen built on true
craftmanship. Each TORHAMN door
is unique, with varying grain patterns
and shifts in colour that highlight the
natural charm of wood.

15

14

To create a more interesting look,
you can use more than one colour
or door style. Add one or more doors
in a strong hue or some frosted glass
doors to personalise your new
kitchen or give a new lease of
life to your old one.

18
VOXTORP Matt white
$48 W40×H80cm.
Foil finish.

19
VOXTORP Dark grey
$48 W40×H80cm.
Foil finish.

Go pro.
Made of durable,
stainless steel, the
VÅRSTA fronts bring
an industrial,
restaurant-like feel
to your kitchen and
will inspire the
semi-professional
chef within you.

20
VOXTORP Walnut effect
$48 W40×H80cm.
Foil finish.

JÄRSTA High-gloss
black-blue $55
W40×H80cm.
High-gloss foil finish.

UDDEVALLA
Anthracite with
blackboard surface $65
W40×H80cm.
Foil finish.

VÅRSTA Stainless steel
$28 W60×H40cm.
Stainless steel and
melamine foil.
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KNOXHULT Kitchen
What’s included in the price.
One wall cabinet with doors, one base cabinet
with doors, two base cabinets with doors/drawer,
LÅNGUDDEN sink, LAGAN tap and BAGGANÄS
knobs/handles.

565.40

$

For more information or additional services,
see page 66.

An almost
instant kitchen
You can have dinner ready when your friends arrive. Easy to
buy, bring home and assemble, KNOXHULT fulfills all your
basic kitchen needs. Get creative and combine the different
units to form an affordable dream kitchen in no time.
2

1

1 TILLREDA Portable induction hob $79/ea
Perfect for the smaller kitchen or wherever
you need an extra cooking zone. Designer:
Klara Petersen. W30xD38.5, H5.4 cm.
303.437.75
2 KUNGSFORS Magnetic knife rack $21.90
Magnetic knife racks preserve the edges on
your knives since they don’t scrape together
in a drawer. May be combined with other
products in the KUNGSFORS series. Stainless
steel. Designer: Ehlén Johansson. W56cm.
103.349.27
3 KNOXHULT Base cabinet with doors and
drawer $175 Combine as many or as few
KNOXHULT modules as you like to create
your kitchen solution. Knobs and handles
sold separately. Melamine foil.
W120×D61, H85.0cm. White 703.342.36

3

KNOXHULT
Base cabinet with
doors and drawer

$

175

Scan here to find
the IKEA kitchens
buying guide.
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Make the most
of your space
Time to get personal. These KNOXHULT cabinets are complete units
with doors, drawers, shelves and a worktop which you can combine to
fit your space. You also have plenty of possibilities to individualise your
kitchen with your choice of handles and knobs. Add a sink, kitchen
mixer tap and appliances and you will be cooking in your own kitchen
in no time.
1

KNOXHULT
Wall cabinet with doors

$

75

2

SUNNERSTA
Rail with 4 hooks and 2 containers

$

5.90/ea
3

Find all additional parts
and finishes at IKEA.sg.

KNOXHULT Kitchen
What’s included in the price:
One wall cabinet with doors, one base cabinet
with doors, one base cabinet with doors/drawer,
FYNDIG sink, LILLVIKEN water trap and LAGAN tap.
Kitchen appliances, lighting, knobs and handles
are sold separately.

469

$

For more information or additional services,
see page 66.
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1 KNOXHULT Wall cabinet with doors $75
Combine as many or as few KNOXHULT
modules as you like to create your kitchen
solution. Knobs and handles sold separately.
Melamine foil. W80×D31, H75cm.
White 403.342.85
2 SUNNERSTA Rail with 4 hooks and
2 containers $5.90/ea Comprises: 1 rail,
4 hooks and 2 containers. Powder coated
steel and plastic. Designer: Henrik Preutz.
L60×D13, H14cm. White 104.551.51
3 TILLREDA Portable induction hob $79/ea
Perfect for the smaller kitchen or wherever
you need an extra cooking zone. Designer:
Klara Petersen. W30×D38.5, H5.4cm.
303.437.75

KNOXHULT 59

A compact mini-kitchen
When you want to save space or a small kitchen is all you need,
SUNNERSTA is your choice. This affordable and easily assembled unit
meets your basic kitchen needs in almost no time at all. And if you
move, you can take your SUNNERSTA with you.

See the entire SUNNERSTA range and
all the practical accessories at IKEA.sg.

2

1

TILLREDA
Portable
induction hob

$

79

4

SUNNERSTA
Mini-kitchen

$

3

TILLREDA
Fridge A+

$
1 TILLREDA Portable induction hob $79
This hob is easy to stow as you can use the
holes in the back to hang it, or use the handle
as a hook. Induction hobs requires cookware
with magnetic base. Designer: Klara Petersen.
W30×D38.5, H5.4cm. White 303.437.75
2 SUNNERSTA Container $0.90
Easy to attach to SUNNERSTA adjustable rack,
rail or mini kitchen. Fits SUNNERSTA rail,
trolley and mini-kitchen. Plastic. Designer:
Henrik Preutz. W12×D11, H13cm. White
303.037.36
3 TILLREDA Fridge A+ $149
Volume fridge: 45L. Noise level: 38dB (A).
W47.2×D45, H49.2cm. 504.002.51
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4 SUNNERSTA Mini-kitchen $159
With SUNNERSTA mini-kitchen you can
easily create a practical and inspiring area
for cooking, even in a small space. Stainless
steel, polyester coated powder and plastic.
W112×D56, H139cm. Kitchen tap, LILLVIKEN
water trap and accessories are sold separately.
903.032.91.
5 SUNNERSTA Trolley $29.90
(Previous price $39.90)
You can use the trolley in different ways,
including as an extra work area in the
kitchen, as practical storage in the hall or as
a different bedside table in your bedroom.
For maximum quality, re-tighten the screws
when necessary.Powder coated steel and
polypropylene plastic. Designer: Henrik
Preutz. L56×W33, H97cm. 503.037.21

149

159
Even lower price
5

SUNNERSTA
Trolley

$

29.90

Previous price $39.90
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Steps to buying
an IKEA kitchen
IKEA kitchens are designed so that you can install them yourself.
Follow the steps below to ensure the process goes well for you.
Should you have any questions, don’t hesitate to talk to our kitchen
experts at your local IKEA store or visit us at IKEA.sg.

You can install
it yourself...

...but you
don’t have to
You’ve decided on your dream kitchen –
but don’t really feel like putting it together.
We can help with whatever you need.
Check out your options at IKEA.sg or
scan the QR code below.

Installation service

Scan for more

Find your style
It’s time to dream a little, look at some ideas,
consider your needs and decide what you want
from an ideal kitchen. This brochure offers you
an overview of some of the many possibilities,
but you can find even more ideas and inspiration
on our website or by visiting your local IKEA store.

Measure
When measuring it’s important to take your
time and get your measurements correct.
This will form the foundation of all your planning.
To see exactly what to measure, pick up a copy
of the planning guide at your local IKEA store
or at IKEA.sg

Plan
Planning your kitchen is when your dreams
and ideas take shape. Use our online
IKEA Home Planner tool to start planning your
kitchen. Or, if you would like some advice, we
have kitchen planners in the store, ready to help.

Order
When you’re satisfied with your planning,
visit your local IKEA store and talk to our kitchen
experts. They will go over your kitchen plan with
you, and help you with anything you're not sure
about. When you are ready you can order and we
can help with delivery.

Install
IKEA kitchens are designed to be installed
by you, but we’re here to offer as much help
as you feel you need. You can start by picking
up the Installation guide from the store which
gives step-by-step instructions on how to install
your kitchen.

Buying guides
Our buying guides will help you get to know our
products. They will give you detailed information
about our kitchen range and all the things you
need to create your dream kitchen. Pick up a copy
at your local IKEA store or download it online at
IKEA.sg/buyingguides
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Guarantees
IKEA kitchens are made to stand up to the rough and tumble of
everyday life in your home. Day in, day out, year after year.
In fact, we’re so confident of the quality of your products that we offer
generous guarantees on our kitchens, worktops, appliances and taps
– all for free.

METOD kitchen system
has a 25-year guarantee.

Kitchen mixer taps
have a 10-year guarantee.

In our test labs we open and close
METOD kitchen drawers 200,000
times to make sure they can handle
everyday kitchen life for at least
25 years – guaranteed.

TILLREDA appliances have
a 2–year guarantee.

General information

Product guarantee

What is guaranteed?
The extent of the guarantee given for each
product is described alongside each product.

METOD Kitchen system

Duration of guarantee
Each guarantee lasts for the number of years
stated against each product starting from the date
of purchase.
What will IKEA do to correct the problem?
IKEA will examine the product and decide if it’s
covered under this guarantee IKEA will then, at
its choice, either repair the defective product or
replace it with the same or a comparable product.
In these cases, IKEA will be responsible for the
cost of repairs, spare parts, labour and travel
for repair staff that IKEA incurs, provided that
the product is accessible for repair without IKEA
incurring additional expenditure to gain access.
This will not apply in cases where repair work has
not been authorised by IKEA. Any defective parts
removed in the course of repair work will become
the property of IKEA. If the item is no longer
sold by IKEA, IKEA will provide an appropriate
replacement. IKEA will decide at its discretion,
what will constitute an replacement.
Conditions for the guarantees
The guarantees are valid from the date of
purchase at IKEA or date of delivery if later.
The original purchase receipt is required as proof
of purchase.
Exclusions
The guarantees do not apply to products that
have been stored or assembled incorrectly, used
inappropriately, abused, misused, altered, or
cleaned with wrong cleaning methods or wrong
cleaning products. The guarantees do not cover
normal wear and tear, cuts or scratches, or
damage caused by impacts or accidents. The
guarantees do not apply if products have been
placed outdoors or in a humid environment
or if the products have been used for nondomestic purposes (unless otherwise stated).
The guarantees do not cover consequential or
incidental damages.
Care instructions
To be able to rely on this guarantee you need
to follow the specific care instructions for every
product. You can find all care instructions at the
IKEA stores and on the IKEA website: IKEA.sg
General legal rights
This guarantee gives you specific legal rights.
It does not, in any way, affect the rights given to
you by law. Items excluded from the IKEA
extended guarantees will still be covered by
the rights given to you by law. You can obtain
information about your legal rights from your
local trading standards offices or consumer
associations.

25-year Guarantee

What products are covered under this
guarantee?
This guarantee applies to domestic kitchen
use only. This guarantee covers all of the
following parts of the METOD kitchen system:
• Cabinet frames • Fronts • Wall rail • UTRUSTA
hinges • MAXIMERA fully-extending drawers
• EXCEPTIONELL fully-extending push-to-open
drawers • UTRUSTA shelves of tempered glass
and melamine • Plinths • Legs • Cover panels
• Deco strips/ mouldings • Work tops except
LILLTRASK • Wall panels • Sinks except FYNDIG
• VADHOLMA • TORNVIKEN.
What is not covered under this guarantee?
• Knobs, handles
• FÖRVARA drawers, UTRUSTA wire baskets
TUTEMO and ENHET kitchen system have a
10-Year Guarantee.

Charges
All delivery, assembly, picking and installation
charges are charged separately, and are not
included in the brochure prices.
Note
We reserve the right to adjust our prices
according to any other changes beyond
our reasonable control, e.g. major currency
fluctuations. Although we do try to ensure that
all information in this catalogue is correct at the
time of printing, we apologise for any alteration
to products of the range that may be made
during its product life. IKEA also reserves the
right to correct price errors or misprints. All items
featured are available on a while stocks last basis.
Please also note that some articles may vary in
size and colour from shown in this catalogue. This
brochure is available in-stores from Sep 2020.

Water Efficiency Labels
To know more about the latest water efficiency
labels of our basin and mixer taps and
showerheads, please visit IKEA.sg.

TILLREDA Appliances
2-year Guarantee

What is covered under this guarantee?
This guarantee covers faults of the appliance,
which have been caused by faulty construction
or material faults from the date of purchase from
IKEA. This guarantee applies to domestic use only.

Mandatory Energy Labels
To know more about the latest energy efficiency
labels of our lamps, please visit IKEA.sg.

How long is the guarantee valid?
TILLREDA appliances have a two (2) year
guarantee valid from the original date of
purchase. If service work is carried out during
the guarantee period, this will not extend
the guarantee period for the appliance,
or the new parts.

Kitchen mixer taps
10-year Guarantee

What is covered under this guarantee?
This 10-year guarantee is valid for all kitchen
mixer taps at IKEA. This guarantee covers defects
in materials and workmanship. This guarantee
applies to domestic use only.
What is not covered under this guarantee?
This guarantee does not apply if the products
have been used in a corrosive environment.

How to reach us if you need service:
Contact your local IKEA store. You can find the
address and phone number in the IKEA catalogue
or at IKEA.sg. Save your sales receipt as proof of
purchase. Proof of purchase is required for the
guarantees to be valid. To find out more, pick up
the guarantee booklets at your local store.
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Services
Where there is always
something cooking
Our
broad service offer gives you the freedom to choose not only
8IFUIFSZPVBSFIBWJOHBRVJDLDVQPGDPኗFFCFGPSFXPSL
the products that suit you, but also decide how much you want to
or spending hours preparing a meal for family and friends,
do yourself and how much you want us to do for you. Find below the
BXFMMPSHBOJTFELJUDIFOTUSFBNMJOFTZPVSSPVUJOFBOE
different
services that we can offer to help and support you.

...but you
don't have to

GSFFTVQUJNFGPSGVOBDUJWJUJFTPSBXFMMEFTFSWFECSFBL
#VTZPSDBMN CJHPSTNBMM❞UIFSFJTBLJUDIFOGPSFWFSZ
UBTUFBOEQSJDFUBH'JOEUIFQFSGFDUTPMVUJPOJOPVSXJEF
SBOHF BOESFNFNCFSUIBUUIFTNBMMFTUUIJOHTDBOIBWF
UIFCJHHFTUJNQBDU 

Planning and consultation
Even on big projects, the little things matter.
Discuss your ideas with our team of design
professionals and we’ll help nail them down
in detail.

Installation
Need a little help or a lot? We offer Kitchen
Installation, so just select the service and we’ll
come and get things up and running.

Return policy
The terms and conditions set out in this return
policy apply to all goods purchased from an IKEA
store in Singapore.

Payment options
We accept many payment methods, including
cards and cash. And if you need a little longer to
settle your bill, we can help you spread the cost.

0%

You can carry it
home yourself...
Delivery
Whether you’re shopping in store or online,
and no matter how big the purchase, we’ll
do the heavy lifting and bring it to your
preferred location.

Assembly
All of our products are designed to be assembled
by you, but we’re more than happy to help put it
all together, too.

Your right to cancel
You’re free to change your mind.
Return unused items in their original packaging
within 365 days together with proof of purchase
for a full refund. This return policy is in addition
to your statutory rights. The IKEA stores
reserve the right to refuse a refund and offer
an exchange or IKEA gift card only if the return
criteria are not met.

For more information about our services,
scan the QR code or visit IKEA.sg/services
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ጓU❤TFBTZUPDBSSZBGFXUIJOHTIPNF CVUMBSHFS
QBDLBHFTBSFBEJኗFSFOUTUPSZ%PO❤UXPSSZ 
XF❤WFHPUZPVDPWFSFE'JOEPVUNPSFBCPVUPVS
EFMJWFSZTFSWJDFTBUጓ,&"THTFSWJDFTPSTDBOUIF
23DPEFCFMPX

Delivery service

Scan for more

TILLREDA
Portable induction hob.
1x2000W induction zone.
W30×D38.5, H5.4cm. White 303.437.75

$

79

For opening hours and directions to your nearest IKEA store,
visit our website at IKEA.sg.

This IKEA Kitchens brochure is printed
on FSCTM certified paper to ensure more
responsible origins of the wood.

© Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2020. SGE

Do you have a small kitchen or are you in need of an
extra cooking zone? Just plug in the energy-efficient
TILLREDA induction hob and you can be cooking in
no time. When you are done, the hob is easy to stow
away, freeing up your worktop for other activities.

